
 
 
  

  Colonization and Monoculture Plantations: Histories of Large-Scale
‘Grabbings’  

  

Forest and agricultural policies the world over tend to regard land as just that: land. When it is
perceived in this way, as simply a physical entity, ‘land’ can be easily mapped or divided up or
rented out to others to use or regarded as a resource. This view of land emerged out of many
decades of land enclosure and dispossession processes that were invariably carried out with force
and accompanied by violence. The main purpose was to control land.

Most of the world’s land is today subject to some type of concession regime (be it private or public)
in order to regulate its access, control and/or ownership. Concessions have been one of the main
ways of organising land, forests and ‘resources’ since colonial times up until modern-day capitalism,
granting select actors legal use or control over specific pieces of land while marginalising others.
Together with the Bible, colonisers imposed a worldview in which ‘land’ was separate from the rest
of ‘nature’, including its inhabitants.

As a result, most resistances against the history of imposed concessions, have also resisted the
imposition of this euro-centric understanding of ‘land’, which is in line with the interests of the elites.

This view of ‘land’ has also distorted and undermined other concepts and understandings of life
space. In the highlands of Sulawesi, Indonesia, for example, there is no word for ‘land’ in the
peoples’ language. There is a word for ‘soil’ and several expressions for forests which express
people's relationship to it. There is no abstract category like ‘land.’ (1) And the concept of ‘land’ is
not alone. During a meeting with an Indigenous Wixárika community in Jalisco, Mexico, in 2016,
researcher and activist Silvia Ribeiro realised that people were using the Spanish language to refer to
concepts such as ‘plant’ and ‘animal’. One community member explained to her: “We do not have
a word for all animals that does not include us, or all plants without us, as if everything were one and
we were not included.” Each animal, plant and living thing, just like every mountain, river, road—and
even rock—has a name; because they are all subjects, part of the same continuum of beings that
make up a territory’s community. (2)

Concessions by Dispossession: Controlling Land for Profits

The control of lands and ‘resources’ was vital to the colonisers; it was a strategy for accumulating
more wealth, territorial influence, strategic access to ‘resources’ and cheap (and frequently
enslaved) labour that allowed empires to flourish. They forcefully displaced, used and/or eradicated
indigenous populations in order to have access to their lands. This separation of Indigenous Peoples
from their territories and/or of their autonomy over their territories was a crucial component of
colonisation, and one that persists in contemporary conservation strategies and forest carbon offset
initiatives such as REDD+.

The ways in which colonisers imposed their control over land differed from one colony to another, or
differed by the type of resource they were interested in, according to the geography of the colony.
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They also often changed throughout the colonial period. (3) In the wake of this colonial land grab,
companies and wealthy settlers associated with the colonisers appropriated enormous tracts of land
and established their business operations. (4)

In Southeast Asia, for example, large-scale plantation concessions were first established across the
region by European colonisers for expanding and solidifying territorial control. This included the
pacification of civil unrest in rural areas by imposing new estates of control, and the creation of new
sources of capital accumulation, via rubber, coffee, tea, sugarcane and coconut plantations. The
colonial governments of the region supported the development of rubber plantations by granting
loans to private developers, such as Malaysia’s ‘Loan to Planters Scheme’ of 1904, and by granting
lands at very cheap prices. In Peninsular Malaysia, areas considered ‘wastelands’ -although
occupied and used by indigenous inhabitants– were provided to rubber investors. In French
Indochina, where the rubber industry emerged in the 1920s, concessions were practically handed out
to investors, which led to expansive land acquisitions that clashed with Indigenous Peoples (5).

The Agrarian Land Law that the Dutch colonial government promulgated in 1870 for what is now
known as Indonesia, allowed foreign businesses and elites to occupy massive tracts of land. This
Law contains the provision that “all land not held under proven ownership, shall be deemed the
domain of the State”. Consequently, the Dutch colonisers claimed ownership of most of the land in
their colony while weakening Indigenous Peoples’ control of their ancestral lands. This led to a surge
of not only Dutch but also British, North American and Franco-Belgian investments, among others.
Some companies had rubber holdings in the area totalling up to 100,000 hectares. This violently
confined indigenous inhabitants into smaller and smaller areas of land. The effect of this history can
still be seen today, as it continues to influence the character of land tenure in most parts of Indonesia:
the State’s disproportionate control over land is still a blight on Indonesia’s politics and economy. (6)

British colonisers established a similar framework in Malaysia, focusing mainly on plantation-based
economies that served long-term colonial interests. As researcher Amrita Malhi argues, “‘a regime of
property’ replaced ‘customary modes of regulation’ and established the colonial State as the sole
and centralised arbiter of land and its distribution”. (7)

However, British colonisers not only sought to consolidate their power through land control, but also
to relocate the dispossessed population into more confined spaces. These new concessions of
occupation -whether in terms of forest reserves established to study tree species and other
productive ‘resources’, monoculture plantation estates or newly created villages for the displaced–
divided Malaysia’s ‘nature’ and ‘social’ environments, allowing to generate more profits from the
land. (8) In 1902, a Scottish capitalist, William Sime, and an English banker, Henry Darby, founded a
trading firm in Malacca, with the participation of local Chinese businesspeople: Sime-Darby, the
company which introduced the palm oil tree to Peninsular Malaysia in 1910 (9). Today, this
corporation controls more than 620,000 hectares of oil palm plantations in Malaysia and Indonesia.

Another example is how the plantation system was utilised by British colonisation in the Americas as
an instrument of land control and political power. The land on which plantations were established in
North America and the Caribbean territories was stolen from Indigenous Peoples through cancelled,
disregarded and fraudulent treaties, or outright violence. The monoculture plantation system of cash
crops represented the early capitalist endeavours of the colonisers, who forcibly brought and sold
millions of Africans as slaves to work on these plantations.

As these examples show, category of land concessions must be understood together with the rooted
histories of colonisation, dispossession, conflicts and power.
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These historical events led to dramatic transformations of forests and their inhabitants –
transformations that are and will continue to have long-lasting devastating effects. The colonial
framing that was imposed on how to perceive, understand and utilise ‘land’ continues to dominate
Western knowledge systems. In a way, concessions, particularly those related to industrial
plantations, today still represent spaces where land, livelihoods, law, and government are
monopolised by, colonised by, and incorporated into the dominant colonial plantation system (10)

Concessions in Africa: violence, co-optation and racism

In Africa, European colonisers also granted vast land concessions to private companies. In fact, all
major colonial powers on the continent used that strategy in order to expand their territorial control.
By the mid-1870s, European colonisers had made claims to most parts of Africa. The most notorious
case was arguably Belgian King Leopold II's rule of the ‘Congo Free State’, which was his private
colony for more than a decade (1895-1908).

Within Africa, concessions existed in French, British, Belgian, German, and Portuguese colonies
(including what is known today as Angola, Botswana, Central African Republic, Cameroon, Chad,
DRC, Gabon, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, Nigeria, Republic of Congo, Tanzania, Zambia and
Zimbabwe). While the form of concessions varied widely, a common element was the primary
purpose of concession owners to extract ‘resources’ in the cheapest way possible. They were
assigned powers that are typically associated with governments–such as a monopoly over violence
and the ability to tax. Some colonies were completely run as concessions. For example, all of
Rhodesia (present-day Zimbabwe) was granted as a concession to the British South Africa
Company. Additionally, the concessions were often granted in ‘resource’ rich areas. (11)

Extreme labour exploitation, together with coercion and violence, was a primary condition for these
companies to accomplish exorbitant profits with the concessions.

In sub-Saharan Africa, concessions to private companies were characterised by co-opting local
institutions, replacing uncooperative leaders with compliant ones, and creating ruling lineages. With
these tactics, concessions instituted a series of local strongmen who often continue to dominate
village politics today. This is especially the case where concessions for monoculture plantations were
established. Non-compliant leaders or rebellious chiefs were usually held captive, replaced,
shamelessly degraded or murdered. Compliance with the rule of co-opted leaders was then achieved
through extreme violence (12). As the European presence was mostly confined to the respective
capitals and coastal cities, their ruling via co-opted chiefs and institutions characterised most of the
continent.

While destroying local institutions, leadership and the social fabric, Europeans employed a variety of
strategies to oppress the many resistance struggles and rebellions. These included forced-labour
systems, extortion-level taxation on peasants, subjugation, and mass massacres. All of these
conveyed deep consequences on today’s politics and organisations.

In Sierra Leone, for example, paramount chiefs, subordinate chiefs, and headmen ruled the country's
interior throughout the colonial era and were accountable solely to the colonial administration in the
capital Freetown. The chiefs’ power endured and even strengthened after independence. Paramount
chiefs became part of the state administration, which often brought them into conflict with their role as
Chiefs in the traditional governing systems. Throughout the post-independence period, such chiefs
controlled land, settled disputes, taxed production, provided some public goods, and allocated votes
to their preferred candidates in national elections.  (13)
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Many newly independent nations in Africa, largely still embedded within the colonial frameworks,
decided to nationalise their land, thus appropriating the rights to its use so that they could allocate
vast tracts to be used for major agribusiness projects by public or private companies, and even
individuals. Millions of hectares were thus legally confiscated (again) from local populations.

In this regard, social and environmental activist and human rights defender Nasako Besingi,
explained in a 2018 interview with WRM that “it is wrong for any government to claim ownership over
land, discarding communities’ land rights. As a matter of fact, the problem with Africa’s land
ordinances is that they were drawn up with the help of colonial masters, who, without the consent of
the population, handed over the territory to the presidents, who were not elected by the population
but most often handpicked by the colonisers to serve their long-term interests.” (14)

The phrase ‘all land belongs to the State’, he continued, does not imply that land is owned by the
government, but rather by the entire population living within the territory of a State. A government is
best described as an agency to which the will of the State is formulated, expressed, and carried out,
and through which common policies are determined and regulated in terms of political, economical
and social development. Fulfilling those tasks does not translate into governmental ownership rights
on land and natural resources of the State.

“Since I have been involved in community land rights’ movements and organisations in Cameroon
and other countries”, said Besingi, “no single community I met accepted the idea that land is owned
by the government. They say affirmatively that the land belongs to their communities and is an
ancestral heritage. None of the communities I have worked with agrees with the presence of
multinational corporations on their land, claiming that the companies were established through the
use of coercive force.”

Categorising land and ‘resources’ as concessions is what has allowed the capitalist system to
expand: Concessions for fossil fuel extraction, monoculture plantations, mining operations, large-
scale corporate infrastructure, etc. Even the concessions under the ‘public realm’, such as those set
aside for ‘conservation’, are entering the same capitalist logic of accumulation and taking control
away from local populations.

The establishment of concessions, in fact, has been an attempt to erase the powerful resistance and
survival of those who lived on those lands and forests before their imposition. When a concession is
granted to a company or NGO, the histories, memories and the web of life that existed or continues
to exist on that ‘land’ is made invisible. Concessions make people believe that the legitimate owners
or users are not those who originally occupied, protected and worked on those territories. But as a
Gitksan Elder remarked in a meeting with Canadian government officials over their claim to
ownership of Gitksan territory: “If this is your land, where are your stories?” (15)

As Besingi remarked, a key aspect of communities’ resistance struggles in Africa is “to conquer the
fear and ignorance deliberately instilled in the population by colonial and post-colonial
administrations... Considering that long-lasting movements are those which are built from the base up
and not from the outside, strong resistance can only occur when bonded with community concerns.”

Conflicts over land and resistance to the imposition of concessions today are thus embedded in much
deeper historical struggles around opposite understandings of what ‘land’ and ‘nature’ mean.
Communities’ reclaiming their autonomy and control over their land and lives are part of this re-
occupation.
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